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I will talk about 2 things 

#1 - Designers: specialists or generalists? IC  

or management? 

#2 - Design job market in Helsinki



But first 

#0 - Why should you pay 

attention? (Or, who am I?) 



Paulo Dziobczenski 
BA in Graphic Design (Brazil) 

MA in Design Management (Brazil) 

PhD in Design (Finland)
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#1 - Designers: specialists or generalists?  

IC or management?





Tiger Woods started his career in golf pretty 

early. His father introduced golf to him when he 

was 2 years old. When he was 4, he was already 

beating adults in the field.  

 

He is often cited as one of the greatest golfers of 

all time, after winning more than 80 

tournaments in his career. 



Roger Federer played basketball, handball, table 

tennis, badminton, football before focusing on 

tennis. His mom was a tennis coach, but she did 

not train him. If anything, Federer parents were 

pushing him to try other sports.  

 

Together with Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic, 

Roger Federer is cited as one of the greatest 

players of all time. 



We all can agree that both athletes are very successful in 

their careers.



What is interesting is how they reached this success: 

While Tiger Woods dedicated his whole life to one sport, 

Roger Federer practised many sports before deciding to 

dedicate his life to Tennis.



'Late specialization' means exploring many 

different activities before deciding which one is 

better for you. 



Epstein tells that the idea of late 

specialization is key to the success of Roger 

Federer in Tennis. All the skills and 

experience he learned from football, 

basketball, etc. were then brought to tennis



What does it mean in design?



In formal design education, students spend from 3 to 5 

years learning a range of different skills: visual design, 

branding, materials, usability and many more 

(depending on the emphasis of the school).



This sea of possibilities for designers has both a good and 

bad side.  

The good side is that there are many options to pursue. 

Funny enough, the bad side is exactly the same thing: 

there are many options to pursue.



So what should designers do?  

Follow the Tiger Woods approach, where they decide 

on a topic (for example, visual design) and stick to that 

for their whole career, not wasting time in learning 

other areas, building their craft and digging deeper 

into that area?  



Or should they follow the Roger Federer approach, 

where they learn many different sub-areas of design 

(for example, UX design, Product Management, 

Coding) before sticking with one field?





https://spotify.design/article/making-the-band-building-exceptional-design-teams-at-spotify

https://spotify.design/article/making-the-band-building-exceptional-design-teams-at-spotify


 https://github.com/buzzfeed/design/blob/master/product-design-roles.md#product_design_manager

https://spotify.design/article/making-the-band-building-exceptional-design-teams-at-spotify
https://github.com/buzzfeed/design/blob/master/product-design-roles.md#product_design_manager


#2 - Design job market in Helsinki 



What companies recruit <-> Role of design in companies 



https://medium.com/@mobiquityAMS/there-are-too-many-designers-6a222e375eeb

https://medium.com/@mobiquityAMS/there-are-too-many-designers-6a222e375eeb




Dziobczenski (2021)



9.6 requirements per job advertisement 

4.8 requirements per job advertisement 

11.5 requirements per job advertisement



Dziobczenski, Person, Meriläinen (2018)



Dziobczenski, Person, Meriläinen, 2018



Dziobczenski, Person, Meriläinen, 2018



bit.ly/design_helsinki

http://bit.ly/design_helsinki


The state of the 
design job market in 
Helsinki — present, 
past and future  

June - 2020

https://uxdesign.cc/the-state-of-design-job-market-in-helsinki-present-past-and-future-225da4322ac8
https://uxdesign.cc/the-state-of-design-job-market-in-helsinki-present-past-and-future-225da4322ac8
https://uxdesign.cc/the-state-of-design-job-market-in-helsinki-present-past-and-future-225da4322ac8
https://uxdesign.cc/the-state-of-design-job-market-in-helsinki-present-past-and-future-225da4322ac8
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Update -> April 2022



53 positions
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18 positions - 34%

1 position - 1.9%

6 positions - 11.3%

13 positions - 24.5%

4 positions - 7.5%
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35 positions - 66%

2022

18 positions - 34%
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2 positions - 3%

2022

23 positions - 43%

21 positions - 40%

7 positions - 13%



Kiitos 
Thank you 
Obrigado

paulo.dziobczenski@aalto.fi 

@paulodzi Medium/Twitter
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